My War Memories, 1914-1918
short one between the river and the Roumanian frontier, had now become very much longer, and this long new line was, of course, now correspondingly thin.
Owing to the extraordinarily bad railway communications reserves could only be brought up with the greatest difficulty. German troops from the front of the Commander-in-Chief in the East, as well as the Western Front, were conveyed to the Carpathians and the Dniester. Even all the fresh divisions that were thrown in were hardly sufficient to hold the front. In these circumstances counter-attacks were inadvisable. They were attempted by our troops all the same, but remained without result. A pure defence from the start would have been our proper course, as the Russians were also contending against extraordinary difficulties of supply and were not very strong. This fact helped the Austrian Army more than its own defence. Owing to the complete failure of our Allies south of the Dniester, General von Bothmer saw himself compelled at the beginning of July to withdraw his right wing from Buczacz as far as the mouth of the Koropiec. Thanks to the excellent influence of our army on the Austrian troops with it, all the Russian attacks had been beaten off.
While the Russian onslaught on the Austrian Army was gaining its first successes, and when the greater part of the Commander-in-Chief in the East's and Field-Marshal Prince Leopold of Bavaria's reserves had proceeded to the relief of our Allies' front, a violent Russian attack was delivered against Woyrsch's Army Group on June I3th. It collapsed completely after extraordinarily severe fighting. The Army Group and General von Woyrsch were compelled to throw in all their reserves.
At that time we were anticipating an attack at Smorgon, or, as now seemed more probable, on the old battlefields of March, and at Riga. At these points the Russians were still in very great strength. In spite of this we denuded our front to the utmost to help the armies in the south. We even had battalions to serve as reserves for our long lines. I formed these battalions from men at recruit depots, although I realized that if the
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